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About This Game

Royal Adventure is a turn-based role-playing game, which will be appreciated by fans of the good old-school RPG classics.

The village of Midgard, lost in the remote outskirts of civilization, holds many secrets. Deep beneath the village is the
mysterious Dungeon, within which hordes of monsters dwell. And during each lunar eclipse, the Dungeon forces the evil powers

to rise to the surface.

The outcome of the battle depends on the hero, who will become a shield between the human race and the inhabitants of the
world of the dead. He will have to descend into the depths of the Dungeon to challenge the darkness that reigns there.

This time around, it’s you - a brave and valiant knight - who will become the Guardian of Midgard. What kind of friends will
you meet on your way? Who will rise with you shoulder to shoulder against the forces of evil? Who will walk with you all the

way to the end - from the blossoming hill of Midgard to the dark heart of the Dungeon?

In the beginning of the game, you will plunge into a turn-based tactical battle, where every decision you make determines
whether you achieve a resounding victory or a crushing defeat.

Features:
● Classic set of heroes (warrior, bowman, etc.), each with their own characteristics;
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● Huge opportunities for development of each character with 10 characteristics;
● More than 150 types of equipment with unique magical characteristics;

● Dozens of various quests that take place over 50 unique levels of the Dark Forest and Dungeon;
● 12 types of scrolls and potions for each scenario;

● 10 types of monsters, each with their own unique behavior and characteristics.
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Title: Royal Adventure
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Qumaron
Publisher:
Qumaron
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/10

Processor: 2 GHz Dual Core CPU or higher

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics or higher

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 512 MB available space

Sound Card: 16-bit sound card

Additional Notes: Mouse, Keyboard

English,Russian
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Awesome Game! It's difficult, but not impossible and you know that, and that's what makes you keep going. Drum n Bass is also
one of my favourite genres so that helps a lot. If you like Audiosurf and Drum n Bass you'll like this even more!. oh My GOD I
could not recomend thig game enought the story drew me in i dobt i can say anything that hasnt already been said. This game
depressed me some. It plays quite well, but I dunno, it just made me think of things....of people and places I know and did
know, of what is and was. Maybe the way it looks and sounds has something to do with that, but that's just me, the game itself, I
do enjoy. It just made my mind wander.

It's a neat little game, for something that is just looking at bars fill up and numbers go up and down (That's essentially all games
anyway under the hood). I was playing the introductory stage and completely screwed it up. It it easy to make too many games
too quickly, hire too many people and just generally spend money you shouldn't. But that didn't hit me right away, about 6 years
into my companies life it started to tank and by the year 2000 I had taken out all the loans I could and making budget games that
couldn't scrape any decent profit in. All my employees were asking for raises I could no longer afford....I wish that you could
bump their pay down until things improve, if ever. That's another thing, don't accept pay rises too often, the only way you can
reverse them is to fire the staff. I was just getting into the rival system too. I had it on normal difficulty as well, the default very
easy is....well very easy. Normal is a nice challenge if you don't needlessly spend money like I did.

*Edit*

After spending some more time with it....I still think it's O.K. But it didn't really go anywhere. I dunno, kinda mixed on it.. This
is another one of those "guide the thing through the obstacle course" type games. Some pros and cons:

PROS:
☻Some really fun boards
☻The music is excellent
☻Graphics are for the most part pretty good
☻The right price for what you get (50 levels, so you'll beat it in an hour)

CONS:
☻Movement is floaty, and not nearly as precise as you need it to be
☻Difficulty spikes all over the place, brutal boards come out of nowhere
☻Very disappointing final boss
☻Hitbox feels fatter than your character. Overall, I enjoyed my time making a playthrough of this game. I thought it was quirky
and enjoyable... despite the fact that all the creatures look dead inside, and laugh creepily when you add limbs.
My two creatures; CRET and TED were both failures.
Here's the Video for my Play through if you are interested.
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Seems to be a really good 16 bit zelda style game. It is a little less rpg-ish than zelda and more action based. It also has a darker
theme and atmosphere than 16 bit snes zelda. The characters have fun aoe attacks/abilities. The game runs well on my windows
10 cheap tablet from walmart. Keybinds are customizable. Its a lot like a 16 bit diablo where you move with WASD instead of
click to move.. MOVIE THEORY TIME
jon ♥♥♥♥s Daenerys some more cuz it's normal for Targaryens, and then the night king comes and takes winterfell, but Jon n
Daenerys n Arya n Sansa escape to kings landing and then Arya just kills cersei cuz weve run out of ideas, and then Arya says
wheres Bran? no one answers and then BRAN WAKES UP HAHAHAHAAHAHA
♥♥♥♥ you Mr. Folta.. Your basic average joe's pinball table only worms themed. I do not enjoy pinball all that much.. I tried
liking it but made a big mistake and bought this as nostalgia got the better of me, i used to love fighting fantasy so much. But
this. It sucks. Especially the end of part 2 telling me i made the wrong choice band the next part having the same problem you
need to make the right choice. The way forward becomes impossible. It sucks hard. There is no backtracking which makes
sense, just the rewind function, which if you wanted to cheat in the original books you'd just remember page numbers. It sucks
did I say that, this is a grind it feels like shooting pigeons in GTA4. Since i never remembered the sorcery series from when i
was young i just checked, it's the based on The Shamutanti Hills for part one, and that was not a good FF book. I remember it
staying pristine at my local library. Forest of Doom, City of Thieves, Death Trap Dungeon, Caverns of the Snow Witch those
were the shizz, great adventures. Freeway Fighter, I'll even mention that,but mad max beyond thunderdome helped sell that. I
got the books out of a box and had a better time.. If you, like me, have been watching some Youtube videos about Slay... This is
not the game you are likely looking for. It is a hollow shell of the original.. HORRYFIYING game that PARALYZES you in
FEAR. Hella fun game. Probably one of the best CYOA-games created since there are few that actually go beyond being purely
text-based. The combat system is a little strange, sometimes you can tell when an enemy is going to attack based on the text
given but sometimes it seems random--other than that, the story is interesting and the choices feel like they actually make a
difference in how the story progresses. Highly recommend to anyone who enjoys a story-driven, choice-based game that has a
heavy fantasy and medieval influence. Or y'know, if you just like being able to be a sorcerer.. Despite that the game is a bit
short, it's a good game.
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